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Static Utility Methods
Static methods are utility methods defined in a class that do not fit the tradition method-
receiver pattern. Static methods are used where there is not a natural choice of a receiver
object for the problem the method solves. For example, the max() static method in the
Math class takes two numbers and returns the larger; it does not operate against a receiver
object. We just call it using the name of its class (Math), and pass in the two numbers…

// set i to be whichever is larger of j and k
int i  = Math.max(j, k);

It does not shorten the code significantly, but it does make it read more nicely. Most OOP
code uses regular methods with receiver objects. However, there are a few cases where a
receiver is not necessary, and these are implemented as static methods in some class. We
will stick to classic OOP object/method code, and so never implement a static method
(except for main()), but we will use static methods in Java's library classes such as Math
and Integer below.

Math class
The Math class contains many static utility methods for working with numbers.

int Math.max(int a, int b) Returns the larger of a and b

int Math.min(int a, int b) Returns the smaller of a and b

int Math.abs(int a) Returns the absolute value of a.

Calling the above max(), and abs() static methods with other argument types
– double, long, float – works correctly. There are specialized versions of
the static methods for those types.

double Math.sqrt(double d) Returns the square root of the given
non-negative double.

double Math.pow(double base, double power)
Returns the value of raising the given base to the given power..

double Math.random() Returns a pseudo random value, uniformly
distributed in the range >=0.0 and < 1.0. Multiply by an int and then
truncate to get a random int: (int)(100 * Math.random()) yields a random
number in the range 0..99.
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long Math.round(double d) Rounds the given double value to the closest
integer long value. The long can safely be cast to (int) so long as we know
the value is in the int rage +- 2 billion.

double Math.sin(double r), double Math.cos(double r), double
Math.tan(double r), Trigonometric functions return the values
for sin, cosine, and tangent, given an angle expressed in radians.

double Math.PI  Constant for PI

double Math.E  Constant for e

Number Wrapper Classes
There are "wrapper" classes Integer, Double, Float, Long, and Boolean that parallel the
primitive types int, double, float, long, and boolean. There are a few static methods in
Integer and Double that are frequently used for printing and parsing...

Integer Static Methods
int Integer.parseInt(String s) Given a String, such as "265",

returns the equivalent int. Throws a NumberFormatException if the String
is wrong in any way, such as having spaces around the digits. Use the
String trim() message to remove spaces.

String Integer.toString(int a) Given an int value, returns a String
representing that value. Or you can use the + like this: ("" + i) – combining
the empty string with an int to make a String out of it. This technique is
odd, but it's so handy we use it anyway.

int Integer.MIN_VALE Constant for smallest int (-2147483648)

int Integer.MAX_VALUE Constant for largest int (2147483647)

Double Static Methods
double Double.parseDouble(String s) Given a String such as "3.14"

returns the corresponding double value. Throws a
NumberFormatException if the String does not appear to be a double.

double Double.toString(Double d) Given a double value, returns
a String representation of that value such "3.14".  The ("" + d) trick works
to convert a double to a String.

double Double.MIN_VALE Constant for smallest (closest to
zero) representable value (4.9E-324, i.e. 4.9 * 10 to the –324)

double Double.MAX_VALUE Constant for largest representable
value (1.7976931348623157E308, i.e. 1.79... * 10 to the 308)
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Character Static Methods
The Character class includes a few handy methods for working with individual char
primitives...

boolean Character.isLetter(char ch) True if the given char is a
letter like 'a' or 'Z' or '!'. Because the char type includes the full unicode
character set, there are a lot more possible letters than just a-z.

boolean Character.isDigit(char ch) True if the given char is a
digit such as '3' or '9'.

boolean Character.isLetterOrDigit(char ch) True if the given char
is a letter or a digit.

boolean Character.isWhitespace(char ch) True if the given char
is a whitespace char – space, tab, newline, and so on.

char Character.toUpperCase(char ch) and
char Character.toLowerCase(char ch) Returns the uppercase
or lowercase version of the given char.

System Static Methods
The System class includes low-level utilities for interacting with the computer

void System.exit(int code) Causes the Java program to exit
immediately. We might use this, for example, to implement a "Quit"
button. By convention an exit code of 0 indicates that the program ran
normally, while a non-zero code indicates that the program is exiting
because of some error. Java programs with a GUI can be set up to exit
when their window is closed, and many of our homeworks rely on that
behavior.

long System.currentTimeMillis() Returns the current time
measured in milliseconds (a millisecond is 1 thousandth of a second). Call
this from two places in the program and subtract the values as a simple
way to measure elapsed time.

JOptionPane

JOptionPane is in the Java "Swing" package of Graphical User Interface (GUI)
components. Add an "import javax.swing.*;" at the top of the program to use these.
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String JOptionPane.showInputDialog(null, "Prompt text") Puts up
a dialog box to prompt the user to type in a string. The first argument is an
existing Swing window that the dialog should appear over, or pass null.
Returns null if they hit the "Cancel" button, otherwise a String of whatever
they type (could be the empty string).

void JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "A Message")
Displays a message in a window with an Ok button. Use to tell the

user something.


